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Abstract. Using java3D perspective projection technique, the observation
coordinate system is determined, and real-time viewpoint setting as well as
roaming processing is realized. As the modeling of the architectural system is
difficult and inaccurate, the 3D modeling of the light in the architectural system
is studied by using Java3D technology. Through multiple view technique, we
can observe the movement of building bodies from multiple aspects to obtain
vivid simulation effects of light' behavior in the architectural system.
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Introduction

Virtual simulation is to construct interactive, integrated and life-like 3D virtual
environment by using computer hardware, software and various sensors [1]. It is
widely used in areas like scientific computing visualization, aviation, medicine,
construction, art and entertainment, design and planning, education, and so on[2].
With the rapid development of computer and visualization technology as well as the
development from 3D virtual simulation to large-scale virtual simulation, Virtual
simulation is more and more widely used in various areas, and different areas put
much higher requirements on the real-time capability, verisimilitude, and reliability of
computer simulation.
Traditional architectural design usually uses the method of transformation of
thinking from two-dimensional graphics to three-dimensional graphics. The designers
of the design objects lack full range of thinking and narrow field of vision, lack of
integration of thinking skills. Collapse of the phenomenon of new design ideas often
appears between the transformations of thinking from two-dimensional graphics to
three-dimensional graphics for the designers. As the two-dimensional drawings or
three-dimensional models reflect only part of information of the building, so that it
often covers a number of design defects. Virtual reality technology which introduced
into building design allows designers or owners immersive experience the building
built. Designers can be fully in accordance with their own ideas to construct the
"virtual" room, and can transform the point of view anyway in room which
understanding the pros and cons of building design, and constantly make changes
until satisfied.
Virtual reality technology allows the artistry of the building that can be
emphasized and highlighted, and if the art features of the building are becoming pure,
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that is the building art. But in the building design process in the past, the building art
is difficult to achieve. The building arts with virtual reality technology can be
achieved in the field of architectural design. The simulation of virtual building model
is always a hot research area in architecture simulation field [3]. Domestic scholars
have studied on this area for a long time especially towards near-architecture building
environment virtual simulation, building detection scene simulation, scene simulation,
building environment reality modeling, and starry sky knowledge teaching [4]. This
paper develops a large-scale virtual simulation research platform of the architectural
system by using the graphics software development kit(SDK) provided in Java3D,
realizes key 3D browse technologies like viewpoint smooth movement, texture
mapping, rotation and local zoom, and simulates the motion of building bodies in the
architectural system.

2 Principle of generation of perspective projection vision field
Java has advantages like good code portability, high programming efficiency, and fast
execution speed [5]. Java3D provides interactive 3D graphic application
programming interface (API), through which developers can build and operate 3D
geometric objects from higher level without being limited by hardware and software.
Users only need to consider graphic objects in themselves, without facing the problem
of realizing the object from points, lines and planes, and without considering
complicated graphic problems such as illumination and coloring either. Java3D also
possesses features like hardware automatic acceleration and scene automatic
management [6][7]. For example, with the change of observation points, some part is
shown or hidden automatically.
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Fig. 1. Generation Principle of perspective projection vision field

The mapping between 3D points can be regarded as the rotation of a point in a
solid object from one position to another position. The mapping from 3D virtual
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world scenes to 2D images is realized through projection transformation. Java3D
provides parallel projection and perspective projection. The former is also known as
orthogonal projection, which is carrying out along the coordinate axis from three
directions to obtain projection transformation. The size of the object observed after
adjusting viewpoints will not change with the distance from viewpoints, therefore
perspective projection can be adopted to realize the mapping from 3D scenes to 2D
graphic, and can reflect the size of objects as the distance from viewpoints changes as
well as the distance between objects and observers. For example, generally objects
closer to viewpoints look bigger than those far from viewpoints. So when using
perspective projection, the size of objects changes with the distance from viewpoints
to produce more vivid effects. The key to acquire good projection effects is to set
proper relative data in vision field. The principle of perspective projection vision field
is shown as figure 1.
Use set Compatibility Mode Enable (true) of View object to start compatibility
mode in Java3D. Java3D provides observation matrix and projection matrix to set
relative parameters for vision field. Observation matrix needs to set three parameters:
viewpoint, observation direction (using vector to represent), and observation center.
They are produced through create View(Canvas3Dcv，Point3d eye，Point3d look，
Vector3d up) to satisfy different views, then look At(eye，look，up) method of
viewing of Transform3D object is used to transfer relative parameters to viewing for
storage, finally, set VpcToEc(Transform3D Viewing) of view object is used to set
observation matrix. Projection matrix is set by using frustum(double left，double
right，double bottom，double top，double near，double far) of projection of
Transform3Dproject(coordinate (left，bottom，-near) is to define the lower left
corner of near clip plane, (right，top，-near) is to define the top right corner of near
clip plane, -far is to define the depth of far clip plane). Then set the projection matrix
of left eye by using set LeftPojection(projection) of view object to pass relative
parameters(Similarly, the projection matrix of right eye can be set using set
RightProjection(projection) ).
Use super structure of java3D scene graph to add View Platform nodes and
Canvas3D into View object. Set physical body and physical environment nodes using
related methods of view object. Then take View Platform as child node and add it to
Branch Group node to complete the construction of scene graph. Using create(Canvas
cv，Point eye，Point3d look，Vector3d up) to pass different parameters to cv
canvas to form different views embodies the powerful advantage of virtual simulation.

3

Simulation of building bodies in the architectural system

This paper uses sphere class of java3D to construct the model in local coordinate
system. For example, the Architecture can be constructed by setting properties like
radius in local coordinate system, then use Texture Loader class to load texture, and
establish one-to-one relationship between object pixel and texture element to realize
texture mapping through texture mapping technique provided by java3D. To better
simulate the motion of light, and make it satisfy Kepler'slaws (light move around the
Copyright © 2015 SERSC
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light, and the area the curve connected to the Light swept in unit time is same ), the
graphic content technique in java3D is adopted to construct the orbit. Taking
Architecture's orbit as an example, the average revolution period of the Architecture
is one year(365 days). Divide the orbit area into 3650, that's, set 3650 points in the
Architecture's orbit. Based on given conditions and the standard elliptic equation

x2 y 2
+
=
1
a 2 b2
θ (t) of the corresponding point is calculated. Then the coordinate of the
corresponding point is obtained through angle θ.

1
2

1
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SX0SXt= abθ (t ) − cb sin (θ (t) )
(where a, b is the long axis and short axis of the ellipse respectively, c is the xcoordinate of the ellipse focus, SX0SXt is the area swept by a building in unit time).
Based on this equation and known surface area, we can calculate the corresponding
deflection angle θ(t) [8]. As the above equation is a transcendental equation, it is very
difficult to calculate θ using ordinary methods. Here, we adopt the binary
approximation algorithm to obtain an approximate solution, and set a precision value
(PRECISION=0.0000000001 in this paper). The detailed steps of the algorithm are
described below:
(1) Determine f(θ)
1
1
π ab
f ( x) =
abθ (t ) − cb sin (θ (t) ) −
2
2
3650
(2) Discuss the monotonicity of f(θ), θ∈(0，π), define x1=0，x2=π，x0=(x1+x2)/2,
continuously take the median value x0 of angle θ to substitute into f(θ);
(3) Compare f(θ) and 0, if f(θ)>0, then let x2=x0, otherwise let x1=x0;
(4) Use while loop to control the process, if the calculated x0 is less than or equal to
PRECISION, then it is the deserved approximate solution, otherwise, go back to
step (3), repeat until the approximate solution is acquired;
(5) Calculate the deflection angle θ1 of the area swept in the first unit time, and then
calculate θ2 of the area swept in the second unit time, and in a similar way,
obtain all approximate solutions.
The calculated deflection angleθ(t) is not our ultimate goal. To simulate the
Architecture's revolution orbit, we need to calculate the world coordinate of 3650+1
points on the orbit (each point is corresponding to each share). Then use java3D
graphic content technique to connect and calculate the coordinate. This paper uses
TransformGroup class and Behavior to complete the simulation process. Behavior
object defines the action to be executed when a behavior is activated. Behavior should
be triggered by special objects under awaken condition. Using the behavior to conduct
transformation in given time cycle can realize Architecture's revolution simulation.
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4

Architectural design Image recognition and registration

First make recognition objects, VuforiaAR SDK support local identification database
and cloud identification database, these two methods have their own strengths, local
database don’t need network to support and complete recognition faster, but a limited
number of objects can be identified and must be made in advance, in contrast, the
cloud identification may support more than one million objects, but this method must
rely on the high-speed internet connection, considering the conditions of ship using,
decided to use local identification database, we need to upload the images or markers
which need to associate with augmented contents to Qualcomm "Target Manager"
and generate local identification data set.
Then put prefabs such as ARCamera, ImageTarget etc. into the scene according to
need, delete the original MainCamera object, drag and drop the corresponding
augmented contents to be sub-objects of ImageTarget and adjust the world
coordinates and scaling, so that when the target image is identified the augmented
content will be registered under the definition of the relative position of the scene, set
the appropriate lighting to heighten the atmosphere, finally configurate the parameters
and write or modify C # script to complete the desired function, some parameters
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Some important parameters configuration

5

Conclusion

In this paper, Java3D as the technological foundation of modeling and simulation, this
paper develops a multi-function architectural system simulation platform. Multi-view
technique in Java3D is used to simulate the morphology and motion orbit of each
building, which can display vivid 3D configuration, moving mode and texture
features of different building bodies in the architectural system. Besides, using
Copyright © 2015 SERSC
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Java3D can construct more complicated scenes to satisfy more demands and more
professional applications.
However, we need to improve in the following ways in next study: With
consideration of the development of current and future building technology,
especially deep building exploration technology, it is necessary to build virtual
simulation platform with more complete functionality and faster data processing
speed and a platform should be provided with the function of spatial-temporal data
modeling and efficient, fast and intelligent data processing.
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